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Unit 2 

Drama, Theatre and Performance

In groups of three or four, discuss the following questions: What do

you think theatre and drama are associated with? Do you think that

they mean the same thing? If not, how are they differentiated? Is

‘drama’ a literary art, a theatrical art, or a combination of both? When

we use the word ‘drama’ do we refer to a certain type of written

literature that is meant to be performed? Or, maybe, to a specific type

of play? What about ‘theatre’? Does it refer to the actual performance

of a play? Do you have the feeling that ‘drama’ is considered to be

more serious compared to ‘theatre’ which is taken to be a bit more

trivial? 

Now use a dictionary or other resources to make a list of definitions

of the terms theatre and drama. Write the definitions you have found

in the space provided below.

Theatre

Drama
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Read  the following text keeping in mind the finer distinctions bet -

ween theatre and drama.

Text 1

Drama begins in make-believe, in the play acting of children, in the ritual

of primitive religion. And it never forsakes its primitive beginnings, for

imitative action is its essence. When an actor appears on stage, he makes

believe he is someone other than himself, much as a child does, much as

primitive people still do. Thus like play-acting and ritual, drama creates

an experience by doing things that can be heard and seen. “Drama,” in

fact, comes from a Greek work which means “thing done.” And the things

it does, as with play-acting and ritual, create a world apart – a world

modelled on our own, but one which has its own charmed existence.

Drama, of course, is neither primitive ritual nor child’s play, but it does

share with them the essential quality of enactment. This quality should

remind us that drama is not solely a form of literature. It is at once

literary art and representational art. As literary art, a play is a fiction

made out of words. It has a plot, characters, and dialogue. But it is a

special kind of fiction – a fiction acted out rather than narrated. Thus in a

novel or short story, we learn about characters and events through the

words of a narrator who stands between us and them. But in a play

nothing stands between us and the total make-up of its world. Characters

appear and events happen without any intermediate comment or expla-

nation. Drama, then, offers us a direct representation of its reality. In this

sense it is representational art.

As students of drama, this faces us with something of a paradox. Because it is

literature, a play can be read. But because it is representational art, a play is

meant to be witnessed. We can see this problem in other terms. The text of a

play is like the score of a symphony – a finished work, yet only a potentiality

until it is performed. Most plays are written to be performed. Those eccentric

few that are not – that are written only to be read – we usually refer to as

“closet dramas.” Very little can take place in a closet, but anything is possible

in the theatre, from the fairies of A Midsummer Night’s Dream to the garbage

cans of Endgame. The magic of theatre, its ability to conjure up such incredible

worlds, depends on the power of spectacle. And by spectacle we mean all the

sights and sounds of performance – the slightest twitch or the boldest thrust

of a sword, the faintest whisper or the loudest cry.

Scholes et al, 1971:1-2.
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Reading comprehension and vocabulary exercises

A. In groups of three or four, discuss the following questions. Numbers

in brackets refer to lines in the text.

1. make-believe (1) most likely means: (a) feigning, pretense, (b)

trust, (c) real, (d) fact. Give examples of other similar compounds

you can find in the text.

2. forsakes (2) means: (a) imitates, (b) remembers, (c) abandons.

3. imitative action (3). In what sense is imitative action linked to

primitive beginnings (2)?

4. Comment on the use of charmed (9). In what sense is it used

here?

5. the total make-up of its world (18). What does this refer to?

6. How can the text of a play be a potentiality (25)? What is the

exact meaning of the word potentiality in this specific context?

7. What does spectacle (31) refer to according to the writer of the

passage?

B. What do the following words refer to? Numbers in brackets refer to

lines in the text. 

1. he (3) ____________________________________________________________________

2. its (9) ____________________________________________________________________

3. its (20) ____________________________________________________________________

4. this (22) ____________________________________________________________________

C. Based on your understanding of the text, decide whether the following

statements are true (T) or false (F).

1. Novels, short stories, and plays offer a mediated representation

of reality through the use of a narrator. 

2. Novels are examples of representational art whereas plays of

narrated fiction. 

3. In no way can drama be considered as a form of literature since

it is meant to be enacted. 

4. Drama is a literary art as well as a performance art. 
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5. The magic of theatre rests upon the power of narration. 

6. Plays, just like musical scores, are written to be performed. 

D. Explain the following term using your own wording. Write your an -

swer in the space provided below.

closet-drama

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

E. Read the following sentences and fill in each blank with the most

suitable word from the ones given in brackets.

1. The play refers to the written ____________________ (novel, text, language)

whereas the performance to the totality of the live experience of

the ____________________ (presence, enactment, action) of the play.

2. The term drama most often refers to dramatic literature whereas

theatre refers to the ____________________ (performer, performance,

perforation) of dramatic literature.  

F. Find the odd one out in each group.

1. conjure up evoke call up forget

2. include renounce forsake abandon

3. performance novel literature narration

4. actuality fact reality fiction

G. Derive adjectives from the following words. 

1. spectacle _____________________________________________________________

2. fiction _____________________________________________________________

3. literature _____________________________________________________________

4. imitation _____________________________________________________________
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5. eccentricity _____________________________________________________________

6. magic _____________________________________________________________

Now read this passage on theatre and performance studies carefully

and complete the exercises that follow. While reading the text make

sure you have followed the thread of the argument presented in all its

ramifications and the finer distinctions that emerge between the terms

involved. If you have any unknown words try to work their meaning

out from the immediate or wider context. 

Text 2

However we now define it, and wherever we locate the cause, there is no

denying that the field of theatre studies has undergone a paradigm shift.

The advent of theatre studies was already an innovation beyond the

study of drama because it emphasized that theatre’s meaning is produced

not just through its texts but through all its significations and practices –

including training, uses of space and technology, performance style and

scenography, for example. Beginning in the United States in the 1970s –

but burgeoning in the 1980s and 1990s and moving well beyond the US

– performance studies began to explore non-theatrical cultural practices

that shared performance characteristics with theatre. This was partly

motivated by expanding interdisciplinary links that proposed new ways

of understanding things, and by growing interest in redressing theatre

studies’ potential focus on cultural practice that was both elite and

Western. In one direction, led by Richard Schechner at New York University,

this new scholarship explored links with anthropology in particular; ex-

amined such activities as religious and other social rituals, including

rites of passage and sporting events; and observed performance practices

in Asia and in Native American communities. In another direction, led by

scholars at Northwestern University in Chicago, performance studies de-

veloped out of speech communication studies to examine such things as

rhetoric and graffiti. Performance studies also responded to the increasing

diversification of performance practices, especially the rise of performance

art and body art and the growth of installation art. In this context, again,

performance studies was interdisciplinary, crossing over with fine art

and various critical fields such as feminism, sociology and philosophy.
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Have you found this passage more demanding and difficult to follow?

Let us split in groups and try to disentangle some of the main ideas ex-

pressed in the passage as well as explain a number of difficult terms

involved. 

Reading comprehension and vocabulary exercises

A. In small groups, discuss the following questions. Numbers in brackets

refer to lines in the text.

1. it (1). What does it refer to?

2. paradigm shift (2) implies: (a) a substantial change in the basic

assumptions about theatre studies, (b) minor changes taking

place in the field of theatre studies, (c) a refusal to conform to

new realities in the field of theatre studies.

3. advent (3) means: (a) arrival, (b) refinement, (c) extinction, (d)

existence.

4. The advent of theatre studies was already an innovation beyond

the study of drama (3-4). Explain the reasons for this.

5. significations and practices (5). Explain.

6. Can you give examples of different performance styles (6)?

7. burgeoning (8). Can you find any near synonyms?

8. redressing (12) implies: (a) lack of change, (b) unwillingness to

Also, performance studies introduced new critical concerns that were

shared by new forms of performance as well as more traditional theatre

form. These concerns include liveness and the ephemerality of performance,

the politics of protest, and new critical practices such as performance

writing.

Performance studies has received much criticism – for proposing too

vast a field, for dehistoricizing and taking things out of their social

context, and for being amateur in its efforts to practice interdisciplinarity.

But it has also demonstrated the profound resonance of thinking of a

huge range of cultural practices as performance, and it has greatly

expanded the strategies through which we can think about performance.

Allain et al, 2006:8.
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change, (c) stagnation, (d) reform.

9. Native American communities (18). What does this phrase refer to?

10. diversification (22).  Explain.

11. In this context (23). Which context?

12. Explain liveness (28). What sort of performance do you think it

characterizes?  How does it connect with the idea of ephemerality? 

13. dehistoricizing (32) means: (a) taking things out of their social

and historical context, (b) studying things in their social and his-

torical context, (c) ignoring things.

14. What is the opposite of amateur (33)?

15. its (33). What does it refer to?

B. Match the terms in column A with their definitions in column B.

Column A Column B

1. scenography a. an established procedure for religious 

or other rites.

2. rhetoric b. an artistic genre of three-dimensional

works that are of ten site-specific.

3. installation art c. the study and practice of stage design.

4. performance d. the academic field concerned with the study 

studies of performance.

5. ritual e. the art of using language effectively 

and persuasively.

Answers: 1. _________ , 2. _________ , 3. _________ , 4. _________ , 5. _________ .

C. Work in groups of three or four. Based on your understanding of the

text, decide whether the following statements are true (T) or false (F).

1. Performance studies is characterized, and, to a certain extent,

determined by its interdisciplinarity.

2. Performance studies have often been criticized for their bewildering

expansion into various other fields.

3. Performance studies expanded beyond the traditional fields of

theatre & drama into the areas of fine arts, amongst others.

4. There is no doubt that the deep change we have witnessed in the



field of theatre and performance studies has greatly enriched

our thinking about performance.

5. Performance studies focused exclusively on traditional theatrical

practices.

6. The text discusses the exceptional paradigm shift from theatre

to performance studies. 

D. Find all the words in the text that refer to the fields to which per -

formance studies had a strong relationship. List the words in the spa -

ce provided below.

E. The term performance is extremely broad and can include an amazing

variety of performances and events. Find all the words in the text that

refer, however subtly, to these types of performances and events. List

the words in the space provided below.

F. Find synonyms and antonyms for the following words. 

word synonym antonym

1. religious ____________________ ____________________

2. innovative ____________________ ____________________
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3. critical ____________________ ____________________

4. expand ____________________ ____________________

5. understanding ____________________ ____________________

6. communication ____________________ ____________________

Text 3

In performance art, artists do not use traditional media at all. Rather,

they perform actions before an audience or in nature. Thus this art form

contains both visual and drama, and has historical antecedents in Fu-

turist and Dada performances of the early twentieth century as well as

to Expressionist painting. An Abstract Expressionist painting is the

frozen record of an event (the act of making a painting). The next step

was easy: eliminate the record and concentrate on the event itself. The

record was in the remembered experience of the participants and in a

few photographs. Forms of art such as Conceptual art, which emphasize

idea and process over art-as-object, are related to current modes of per-

formance art. One of the most influential performance artists of the

1960s and 1970s was German-born Joseph Beuys. He carried out ac-

tions that resonated with deep symbolic significance, as if he were a

healer or shaman. For one 1965 piece, he swathed his head in honey

and gold leaf, and carried a dead rabbit around an art gallery explaining

to it the paintings on view, touching the rabbit’s lifeless paw to each.

Some people, he later said, were as insensitive in their daily lives as the

rabbit was in the art gallery. Arriving in New York for the first time in

1974, he immediately plunged into a work called COYOTE: I LIKE

AMERICA AND AMERICA LIKES ME. Met at the airport by an ambu-

lance, he was wrapped in felt and taken to a gallery, where he lived for

a week with a coyote. The animal symbolized the wild West: copies of

the Wall Street Journal were delivered daily to represent contemporary,

business-oriented culture. He meant to heal the breach between the

two. 

Cuban émigré Ana Mendieta used her own body in several works as a

symbol of the earth and natural cycles. In the TREE OF LIFE SERIES, she

coated her body with mud and grasses and stood against ancient tree
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Reading comprehension and vocabulary exercises

A. In groups of three or four, discuss the following questions. Numbers

in brackets refer to lines in the text.

1. Some common synonyms of antecedents (3) are: (a) following,

successive, (b) extending, expanding (c) former, preceding. 

2. An Abstract Expressionist painting is the frozen record of an event

(5). Explain.

3. swathe (14) means: (a) to wrap in several layers of fabric, (b) to

pour liquid on someone. The word swathe is both a verb and a

noun while the word swath is strictly a noun and means a strip,

or any kind of path someone makes.  

4. What was Kaprow’s aim in his 1974 piece with the coyote? What

did the animal symbolize? 

5. Do you agree with the statement that women are closer to the

rhythms of the earth (33)? 

B. Complete the following sentences by choosing one of the phrases

given below. 

1. Conceptual art emphasizes _____________________________ .

a. idea and process over art-as-object

b. art-as-object over idea and process

c. decorative art over idea and process.

2. In conceptual art the most important thing is ____________________ .

a. the idea itself

b. the art object

c. the artist himself/herself

trunks. She intended in these pieces to show the essential equivalence be-

tween femaleness and natural processes such as birth and growth. For

her, as for many early feminists, biology accounted for most of the differ-

ences between women and men. Through the natural cycles of their bod-

ies, she seems to be saying, women are closer to the rhythms of the earth. 

Preble, 2004:468
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3. Happenings are _____________________________ .

a. events that forbid interaction between the performer and the

audience.

b. participatory events that involve interaction between the per-

former and the audience.

c. closet dramas that are not meant to be performed.

4. The term _____________________________ was first used by Allan

Kaprow in the spring of 1959.

a. Happening

b. Performance art

c. Land Art

5. Performance art is often called _____________________________ .

a. feminist art

b. postmodern art

c. live art

6. Performance art shifted the focus from the _________________________

to the _____________________________ .

a. object / event

b. theatre / drama

c. event / object

7. Performance art was an innovation of the ________________________ .

a. nineteenth century

b. twentieth century

c. eighteenth century

Language focus

Rewrite the following sentences using the introductory words given. 

a. Drama never forsook its primitive beginnings.

Never _______________________________________________________________________ .

b. The world created by drama is modelled on our own, but it has its

own charmed existence.

Although ___________________________________________________________________ .
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Discussion questions

1. Why is it difficult to pin down Performance Studies as an academic

field?

2. Discuss the complex relationship of performance studies to the

practice of performance art (also known as live art).

More adventurous and free-spirited activities

1. You are teaching a course with the title Introduction to Theatre &

Performance Studies to first year University students in the Faculty of

Fine Arts, department of Drama & Theatre Studies. You are asked to

write a detailed course description. In small groups, prepare a list of

the main points you would include in the course description and then

join your notes together in a completed paragraph. Use the information

and vocabulary you have acquired from text 2 as well as your wider

theatrical experience to tackle the activity. Write your answers in the

space provided below.
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Course: Introduction to Theatre & Performance Studies

Course description: 



2. Isabel Lewis is a multi-media artist who creates visceral, immersive,

and experiential occasions. Her work occupies multiple sensory levels

and addresses all senses. Let’s see what she said when asked about her

resistance to the dominance of the visual, a significant element of her

bold and provocative work. As you read her answer below, think

whether you would find it challenging to participate in similar multi-

sensory events and use them as a vehicle for social and cultural change.

Your pieces take the form of “occasions” that you “host.” Part of

the reason for this is what you describe as your resistance to the

dominance of the visual. How does your work challenge this dom-

inance? When I am composing, I think about addressing all of the

senses. I sculpt the work on multiple sensory levels, including vision

of course but by directly addressing and highlighting the other senses

I try to check the power of vision. It’s not the mechanism of sight itself

I take issue with. I take issue with the way in which culture of Enlight-

enment, which has shaped modernity and still holds too much power

our contemporary world, thinks about, educates, and instrumentalizes

vision in violent ways. I think a lot about a quote from Donna Haraway’s

book Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature: “The

eyes have been used to signify a perverse capacity—honed to perfec-

tion in the history of science tied to militarism, capitalism, colonialism,

and male supremacy—to distance the knowing subject from everybody

and everything in the interests of unfettered power.” In my work I re-

fuse to only address the eyes and work with arrangements of people,

things, sound, plant life, furniture, dances, and smells made in collabo-

ration with smell researcher Sissel Tolaas. I also collaborate with a local

chef in each city to create amuse-bouches. In order to create a kind of

space that could include these multiple elements and be immersive and

experiential I developed my work around the notion of hosting. A per-

former presents themselves in front of a removed and distant public

while a host crafts a situation that they share with the public. In the

hosted occasion performers and public blur as all of us are having in-

dividual experiences inside a shared affective space. 

https://www.culturedmag.com/isabel-lewis-buenos-aires-art-week/
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